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ABSTRACT  
   
 
In spite of there are so many translation works about old Turk literature, there are 
pittance Works of analyzed. One of the works of analyze is the analyzed of Mrs. Seref’s 
poetry. There is no question of that understanding the work by the masses in spite of doing the 
analyzes of translations. It is aimed with this thesis comprehending the problem, improving 
new methods and passing the written sources again for the render the translations 
understandable.  It was analyzed along the thesis that the place and important of Mrs. Seref’s 
in literature and her poems by one by.  It was determined that approach which elements in her 
poems by hatching the poems. It was came out with consequent of determination, using of 
elements of in Mrs. Seref’s poems shown resemblance with poems in literature. For the 
underline the resemblance the elements were collected in four headlines. It was explained that 
how the elements are take part in poem and represent example style of poems and classified 
that another styles of poems, the elements which take part in literature.  The aim of this thesis, 
present a new outfall which will be source for the works of analyzed of literature.   
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